REGISTRATION SYSTEM MORE EFFICIENT NOW
Method in Vogue at Present to Continue Term
Reports Out This Saturday — New Students Entering Quickly

FACULTY RAISES ENTRANCE STANDARDS

The registration of the student body for classes this term was nearly all completed by one o'clock last Saturday. This re-
novates the accustomed eighteen hours which has more or less been considered inevitable in the past years, in view of the system used. The hours are being 3:00 and 5:00 p.m., students registered at the Institute this term, the exact number has not yet been determined.

The payments at the bursar's office have been made in an amount which is the number registered and equally is prompt. This fact may be partly attributed to the fact that the old system of late payments, and partly to the fact that the fine of five cents, which is collected by the Trustees of the Technology Christian Church, is noted at the entrance door on the morning of the last day of registration. We will never see the mad rush for the informa-
tion of Registrar Walter Humphreys, which show that his connections with the Student Bursar's office are indeed a part of the Technology Christian Church. The exact number of students registered at the Institute this term, the number of which has been done away with and not yet been determined.

The payments at the bursar's office have been made in an amount which is the number registered and equally is prompt. This fact may be partly attributed to the fact that the old system of late payments, and partly to the fact that the fine of five cents, which is collected by the Trustees of the Technology Christian Church, is noted at the entrance door on the morning of the last day of registration. We will never see the mad rush for the informa-
tion of Registrar Walter Humphreys, which show that his connections with the Student Bursar's office are indeed a part of the Technology Christian Church. The exact number of students registered at the Institute this term, the number of which has been done away with and not yet been determined.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS FOR JOURNALISTS

The TECH Spring Competition Opens Today — Writers and Art Workers Have an Opportunity to Show Their Ability

WILL LAST SEVERAL WEEKS

This advent for the spring competition for the News and Advertising Staff of the Cambridge, Mass., March, Monday, March 22, 1921

CREWS WILL TAKE TO SHELLS THIS WEDNESDAY

Final Arrangements for Making in This Meeting in 10-250 — Coach Manning Repairing Equipment

FRATERNITIES WILL HOLD REGATTA

An important meeting of all rowing candidates will be held at 5 o'clock this afternoon in room 10-250, so that final arrange-
ements may be made for the crews to take to the water tomorrow. Attendance at this gathering is particularly important, because the schedules of the candidates must be in the hands of Manager Larry E. Brown by 5 o'clock, charged with a view to economizing on the time consumed by практиче.